
Funding a Grantor SNT Reduces the Estate Tax Liability Without Impacting 
Their Ability to Meet Their Spending Needs 

Median Estate Taxes Paid assumes a 40% estate tax rate is applied to the amount by which the median nominal estate exceeds the nominal applicable exclusion. Assumes an 
initial applicable exclusion of $10.98 million grown by a 3.1% annual inflation rate. Median estate value is based on an initial liquid portfolio of $6.0 million, of which $500,000 is held 
in a tax-deferred retirement account. Assumes annual SEP IRA contributions of $54,000 for the next 7 years. Assumes annual pre-tax, inflation-adjusted rental income and Social 
Security income of $50,000 and $40,000, respectively, beginning in year 8. Assumes annual spending of $250,000, inflation-adjusted, also beginning in year 8. Assumes grantor 
makes a makes a gift of $2.0 million into the Non-Grantor SNT and $1.5 million into the Grantor SNT in year 1. Non-grantor trust taxed at compressed trust bracket structure, 
grantor trust taxed at the grantor’s rate, adjusted each year based on earned and portfolio income assuming federal rates for joint filers and a 6.5% state income tax rate.  All 
portfolios are modeled with an allocation of 60% global stocks and 40% intermediate-term bonds. Real estate is assumed to grow with inflation. Based on Bernstein’s estimates of 
the range of returns for the applicable capital markets over the periods analyzed. Data do not represent past performance and are not a promise of actual future results or a 
range of future results. See Notes on Wealth Forecasting System at the end of this article for further detail.  
Source: AB 
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